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Introduction Hepatic artery thrombosis (HAT) is one of the most
catastrophic complications of liver transplantation. The risk factors
for this complication have rarely been assessed in the setting of a
large risk-adjusted analysis.
Method Using the United Kingdom and Ireland Liver Transplant
Database, we sought to identify the incidence of and independent
risk factors for early (¼3 months) HAT among 6297 adult first
single-organ liver transplant recipients during the period 1 March
1994e31 March 2006. Univariate and multivariable logistic regres-
sion models were fitted to examine the association between early
HAT and a wide-range of recipient, donor and graft risk factors.
Results The incidence of early HAT in this cohort was 3.6%.
Multivariable analysis identified the following independent risk
factors for early HAT: recipient diagnosis of hepatocellular carci-
noma (OR 1.64 95% CI 1.08 to 2.47), primary sclerosing cholangitis
(OR 1.86 95% CI 1.24 to 2.81), recipient requirement for preoper-
ative renal support (OR 1.81 95% CI 1.26 to 2.60), use of reduced vs
whole graft (OR 2.53 95% CI 1.40 to 4.57), use of multiple vs single
HA anastomosis (OR 1.55 95% CI 1.11 to 2.18), lower donor weight
(p<0.001), combination of non-white donor and non-white recip-
ient vs white donor and white recipient (OR 4.67 95%CI 1.41 to
15.47), combination of CMV+ donor and CMV- recipient vs CMV+
donor and CMV+ recipient (OR 1.70 95% CI 1.19 to 2.41), and
combination of female donor and female recipient vs male donor
and male recipient (OR 1.80 95% CI 1.21 to 2.66). Even after
adjustment for the above risk factors, the risk of early HAT was
significantly higher in four of the eight liver transplant centres in the
UK and Ireland compared to the centre with the lowest incidence,
the ORs ranging between 3.5 and 4.6 (p<0.001).
Conclusion Our findings suggest that early HAT is predominantly a
technical complication that is independent of recipient, donor and
graft characteristics. HAT risk-stratification based on the results of
this analysis could help identify patients who may benefit from
increased surveillance for this complication and/or institution of
appropriate prophylactic antithrombotic therapy.
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Introduction Patients with advanced liver disease, reflected in high
model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) scores have the lowest
chances of survival without liver transplantation (LT) and yet, may
derive greatest survival-benefit from LT. The use of extended criteria
(EC) grafts in such patients has been advocated as a means of
optimising the chances of successful transplantation.
Aim To determine the effects of graft quality (using Donor Risk
Index, DRI) and MELD score at the time of LT on the duration of
post-LT intensive care unit (ICU) and hospital length of stay (LOS)
and survival.
Method Retrospective analysis of 898 adult patients who underwent
elective LT (109 re-do LT) over the period 2000e2008. Pre-LT MELD
scores were categorised as low (<15), intermediate (15e25), or High

(>25). Graft quality was categorised as low (DRI >1.7) or High
(DRI <1.7). Data are presented as median (IQR).
Results Median age was 53 years (44e60) and 64% were male.
Median pre-LT MELD was 15 (11e19) and median DRI in the high
and low quality groups were 1.5 (1.3e1.6) and 2.0 (1.9e2.1).
Increasing MELD score was associated with greater ICU and
Hospital LOS (p<0.0001, KruskaleWallis test). However, within
each MELD category there was no significant difference in ICU or
hospital LOS between recipients of grafts with DRI < or >1.7. See
Abstract P99 table 1.

Abstract P99 Table 1

MELD

DRI <1.7 DRI>1.7

ICU Hospital ICU Hospital

Low (<15)

n 245 190

3 (2e4) 17 (13e29) 3 (2e4) 18 (13e29)

Intermediate (15e25)

n 237 139

3 (2e5) 22 (14e40) 3 (2e5) 21 (14e41)

High (>25)

n 64 22

7 (3e22) 33 (21e68) 5 (4e18) 29 (18e46)

On multivariate regression analysis MELD was an independent
predictor of LOS with no significant effect of DRI identified.
Survival at 1-year in the overall cohort was 90%; in MELD <15
92.6%, 15e25 87.4% and >25 82.7%. There were no significant
differences in 1 year survival between recipients with DRI < or >1.7
in the group as a whole or in the MELD sub-categories.
Conclusion In this cohort, length of ICU and hospital stay related to
pre-LT MELD score and not graft quality as evaluated by DRI.
Hospital and ICU stay and consequently resource use was increased
particularly in those patients with MELD of 25 and above, but not
further prolonged by the use of ECD grafts in the range of DRI used
in this cohort.
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Introduction Activation of systemic inflammatory responses in
acetaminophen-induced acute liver failure (AALF) is associated with
elevated levels of both pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines.
Functional monocyte deactivation has been described and this is
thought to contribute to increased susceptibility to sepsis and a
higher mortality rate. Anti-inflammatory cytokines play a major
part in the resolution of inflammatory responses and promote tissue
repair processes but increase the risk of systemic infections. We
hypothesise that the levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines mirror
the severity of hepatic necrosis and reflect attempts to resolve
inflammation during AALF. It is the excessive production of these
mediators that “spill-over” and increase the risk of systemic sepsis.
We sought to delineate hepatic and systemic cytokine responses in
experimental and human AALF, and, determine whether there is
production of anti-inflammatory cytokines in the liver which “spill-
over” into the systemic circulatory compartment.
Aim We sought to delineate hepatic and systemic inflammatory
responses in experimental and human AALF, and, determine
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